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 Summary 

This document is the result of an exploratory project looking into the status of, and 

opportunities for Agent Based Modelling (ABM) at TNO. The project focussed on 

ABM applications containing social interactions and human factors, which we 

termed ABM for social simulation (ABM4SS). During the course of this project two 

workshops were organized. At these workshops, a wide range of experts, both ABM 

experts and domain experts, worked on several potential applications of ABM.  

The results and insights from these workshops were used to produce this report, 

which contains guidelines related to the application of ABM and recommendations 

for its successful use within TNO.  

 

The main conclusions of this project and report are the following: 

1) Agent Based Modelling (ABM) is already successfully applied at TNO in 

numerous domains, but there is ample room for improvement.  

2) TNO has a unique combination of knowledge on ABM and the various domains 

where ABM can be applied. However, this multi-disciplinary potential is 

currently not fully exploited.  

3) ABM is a good candidate for many of the research questions which TNO faces. 

It is especially suitable for socio-technical systems.  

4) The expertise within TNO is scattered across the organization.  

5) The real challenge for TNO is the application of ABM to real world problems, 

not modelling platforms or technologies. This challenge consist primarily in 

determining if ABM is the proper approach to a specific problem and, if so, of 

collecting the required data to base the model on.  

 

Although TNO has a unique mix of knowledge and expertise, there are a number of 

factors that are currently preventing TNO from taking full advantage of its potential. 

The following recommendations, that are explained in more detail in the report, are 

aimed at overcoming these limitations: 

1) Focus research on development of real-world applications 

2) Facilitate sharing of knowledge  

3) Promote TNO’s knowledge position 

4) Exploit multi-disciplinary potential 

5) Consider alternative approaches 

6) Investigate potential of big data and data-driven ABM 

7) Investigate new areas of application 

 

The report concludes with a few outlines of ABM related projects that are proposed 

for the near future as a next step in the development of ABM as a research tool for 

TNO.  
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 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

This project falls under the Enabling Technology Programme (ETP) Modelling.  

On the TNO City website
1
, the ETP Modelling is described as follows:  

 

Models play a crucial role in enabling TNO to intermediate between academic 

knowledge development and societal and technological needs. The Enabling 

Technology Programme (ETP) Modelling aims to develop state-of-the art models 

that not only support the scientific practice but also enable TNO to generate 

impact through model acceleration, improvement and innovation. […] Therefore, 

the ETP focuses on four challenges: 

 Managing complexity: Societal and industrial issues of ever increasing 

complexity require a system analysis approach including socio-economics. 

This requires advanced software architectures and modelling techniques. 

 Incorporating the human factor: Solving societal and industrial issues 

requires embedding behavioural models in physical and economic models. 

 Bridging scale levels in Fluid and Solid Mechanics (FSM)[…] 

 Increasing applicability […] 

 

This project mainly focuses on the first two of these challenges. Agent based 

modelling (ABM) is a suitable candidate with respect to “managing complexity”, 

because it provides a form of complexity reduction. This is achieved by modelling 

the lower level, less complex, constituents of a complex system, instead of creating 

a model at the system level directly. The “social simulation” part of this report’s title 

refers to the second challenge. It means that we focus on the application of ABM  

for complex system in which people and their behaviour play a significant role. 

Examples of potential ABM applications where human behaviour plays a significant 

role are traffic management, crowd and riot control, understanding and managing 

events related to social media, but also understanding various markets such as the 

housing market or the energy market.  

 

Although agent based modelling already exists for more than 70 years, only lately 

the leap in computing power made large scale, complex simulations feasible.  

This caused the field to regain interest, and lead to advances in both software and 

theoretical development. Furthermore, the internet and other distributed 

technologies give rise to a whole new area of application for which the population-

dynamics are highly relevant but often unknown. The growing computational power 

and available data makes that agent based modelling can make the transition from 

an academic modelling technique to an analysis method for large scale simulation 

of real-world complex social phenomena. 

 

 

                                                      
1 https://city.tno.nl/sites/Expertises/etp/ETP4/default.aspx 
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 1.1.1 Definition ABM4SS 

‘Agent based modelling’ and ‘social simulation’ are terms that are used in various 

domains and with a wide range of definitions. For this project, we propose the 

following definition:  

 

Agent based modelling for social simulation (ABM4SS) is an approach to model 

complex social phenomena by combining multiple, interacting micro-level models 

(i.e. agents) of low complexity through which highly complex macro-level 

outcomes emerge.  

 

A more thorough description of ABM4SS is given in Chapter 2. 

1.2 Project Objectives 

The position of TNO regarding agent based modelling is a unique one. Whereas 

universities focus on developing the field by additional theories, methods and 

architectures, TNO is able to make the transition from theory to practise due to the 

wide set of application areas in which we operate. Hence, we can combine 

disparate expertise such as modelling, human factors, and distinct application areas 

to make simulations meaningful, realistic and state-of-the-art. This shows why  

ad-hoc use of agent based modelling is already common at TNO, and why a more 

thorough development path can impact both the application areas and the agent 

based modelling community. 

 

The aim of this project was threefold. The first objective was to provide a global 

overview of the work that is done on ABM within TNO. The second objective was to 

connect people with an interest in ABM with each other, including people with an 

interest in ABM from a modelling/technological standpoint, but also people with a 

focus on the application of ABM for the issues they are working on. The third, and 

main, goal was to provide a vision document (this report) with pointers on the way 

forward with respect to ABM4SS, specifically for the ETP Modelling but also for 

TNO in general.  

 

In order to achieve these goals we have organized two workshops on ABM4SS. 

The participants of these workshops consisted of modelling experts and people with 

an interest in applying ABM for their own research challenges. By organizing these 

workshops we gained a global overview of the areas and projects within TNO that 

are working with ABM. It also resulted in people from various domains to meet and 

to share their insights and knowledge with respect to ABM. Finally, the workshops 

provided valuable input for this report.  

1.3 Document structure 

In Chapter 2, agent based modelling for social simulation is described in more 

detail. Chapter 3 provides insights and pointers related to the application of 

ABM4SS: what makes a problem suitable for ABM, which pitfalls should be avoided 

and which guidelines should be followed? In Chapter 4, some example ABM 

projects and tools at TNO are described. In Chapter 5, an overview is given of the 

two workshops that were organized as part of this project. Finally, in Chapter 6, 

conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made for future research and 

application of ABM4SS.  
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 2 Agent Based Modelling for Social Simulation 

Agent based modelling is a technique used to break down complex phenomena into 

micro-behaviours with reduced complexity. This may sound impossible, since this 

would imply something like a ‘free’ model reduction technique. However this is not 

the case; the complex phenomena themselves are not reduced in complexity, but 

only the components or ‘building blocks’ and interactions between the building 

blocks are less complex than the system itself.  

 

For example, the emergence of traffic jams is a rather complex phenomenon that is 

hard to describe. However, they are merely caused by the presence of a large 

number of cars that travel on a certain road at a certain time. The individual cars 

that are part of such a traffic jam do not need to be complex. They are “just” 

traveling from A to B. 

 

Assume each car has a behaviour based on the following rules: 

1. Each morning between 08:00 and 09:00: travel from home to work; 

2. Each afternoon between 17:00 and 18:00: travel from work to home; 

3. When travelling, take the shortest route (in time); 

4. When on the road, keep a minimum distance of 2 seconds between two cars.  

 

Furthermore, assume we have a simulation, with a traffic infrastructure, in which we 

generate, say, 100.000 of those cars, and assigned each of them a ‘home’ and a 

‘work’ location. By combining these four simple rules the complex phenomenon of 

traffic jams can emerge automatically. If the traffic flow at certain times and certain 

locations is too high for the road’s capacity, the road will start to congest.  

 

Hence, we are able to create the complex phenomenon of traffic jams, without 

explicitly modelling it at the system level. It is merely the result of interacting cars 

that creates the complexity from these simple rules. The term used for such a result 

is ‘emergence’, since it is a result that is not programmed, but ‘emerges’ or comes 

about from simple rules of interacting entities or ‘agents’.  

2.1 Agents 

Agents are the core of any agent based simulation. Together with the ‘environment’, 

for example the road-network in the previous example, they determine what 

happens within the simulation. In typical ABM simulations such an agent usually 

represents a single human being, however this is not a requirement. An agent could 

also be an organisation within a market, a decision-making unit within an 

organisation, a country within a global region, etc. What is required in order to call 

something an ‘agent’ is debatable. Examples of definitions are given by Jennings 

and Wooldridge (Jennings and Wooldridge, 2000) or Rand and Rust (Rand and 

Rust, 2011). In general we assume that something is an agent if, and only if: 

1. It acts autonomously. 

2. Has individual goals and behaviours. 

3. Interacts with other agents. 

4. Is reactive. 
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 The cars in the traffic jam example can therefore be called agents, since: 

1. They decide for themselves when to leave, without any ‘oracle’ telling them to 

do so. Each of them represents their own ‘piece of code’, that decides which 

actions to execute, based on the available information. 

2. They have individual rules telling them how to behave, and have goals such as 

traveling from A to B. 

3. They interact. Although there is no direct communication, their presence in the 

environment results in interaction. They will have to wait and make room for 

each other, which is a form of interaction. 

4. They are reactive in the sense that they respond to the environment, such as 

the presence of other cars, and the number of available lanes.  

 

Besides these four characteristics, agents might also be  

 situated; 

 intelligent;  

 adaptive. 

 

Situated agents have a certain position in the environment, and are therefore 

situated in space. In many simulations, such as in traffic simulations, being situated 

is crucial. On the other hand, agents that simulate traders in a dealing room do not 

need to be situated at all. Namely, their actual position does not influence their 

behaviour or that of others.  

Intelligence and adaptivity are both related to the ability of the agent to respond to 

its environment. An intelligent agent optimizes its behaviour with regard to its own 

goals and the current situation. In addition to that, an agent that is adaptive can 

acquire new behaviours and strategies to improve its performance. So, an 

intelligent agent selects the best possible actions whereas an adaptive agent is  

also capable of extending its repertoire of actions.  

 

As previously mentioned, neither of these characteristics enforces that each 

individual should be an agent, nor the other way around that all agents should be 

individuals. In some circumstances it may be unnecessary to represent each 

individual in the simulation as an individual agent. Road workers for example do  

not need to be present at all (although the fact that lanes are closed can be 

incorporated), while the local government (that influences the toll) can be 

represented as a single entity. In some cases it makes sense to model non-human 

entities as agents. An example could be a traffic light that reacts the current traffic 

flow and that interacts with the status of other traffic lights.  

2.2 Agent Based Modelling for Social Simulation 

In the field of social simulation, techniques from computer science are applied to the 

social sciences, in order to determine the evolving state of social systems over time. 

One of these techniques is agent based modelling. The application of ABM to the 

social sciences allows complex social phenomena to be modelled, by combining 

relative simple models of individual behaviour.  

In social simulation, we are often interested in the individual behaviours, or 

interactions that cause a certain complex social phenomenon that we cannot fully 

understand. By varying the behaviour of the agents, and studying the different 

outcomes, we may get insight into which set of behaviours or interactions are a 

possible cause of the phenomenon. Such insights can be remarkable. For example, 
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 the complex adaptive behaviour of a shoal of fish can be simulated without an 

individual that acts as a leader; and ants and bees do not need to have verbal 

languages in order to build their structures.  

 

By modelling social phenomena with ABM, we are able to gain deeper insight in the 

dynamics of traffic jams. We may also be able to get insight in phenomena such as 

the Haren Project-X Facebook riots. Which of the “rules” that form the behaviour of 

youngsters caused them to all go to Haren? Is this behaviour caused by ‘leaders’, 

and how many would be necessary to make the whole group go wild?  

 

ABM can also be applied for examining ‘what..if’ scenarios. This can be very useful 

when developing new policies or when designing new systems. For instance, ABM 

could be applied to answer questions as:  

 What would happen if we make driving a car twice as expensive?  

 What would happen if there was twice as much police in Haren? 

 What would happen if the people in a specific building panic and want to get 

out? 

 

Another application of ABM for social simulations is training. Agents with realistic 

behaviours that may even be adaptive or intelligent can be part of the environment 

in which a trainee needs to act. Complex behaviour might emerge from both the 

rules of the agents and their interactions with the trainee, that lead to a stimulating 

and dynamic learning environment in which decisions might have unexpected 

effects. 
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 3 Application of Agent Based Modelling 

During the workshops (see Chapter 5), one question that always posed was 

whether agent based modelling was the right tool for modelling a particular problem.  

In general, agent based modelling is used widely but is also sometimes misused. 

As for any modelling technique, it has its strengths and weaknesses that make it 

suitable for modelling certain types of problems or phenomena. In this section we 

discuss under which circumstances and with which goals in mind, agent based 

modelling is a suitable method. We also briefly discuss alternative types of 

modelling techniques. Lastly, we discuss possible pitfalls when applying agent 

based modelling to practical problems.  

3.1 Problem characteristics  

Typically, the characteristics of the problem at hand determine which modelling 

technique is most suitable. Some approaches might be impossible to use, others 

might just be overly complex, or overly simple. In social simulation this is not 

different. Based on Rand and Rust (Rand & Rust, 2011) we can identify five main 

requirements that make a certain application suited for agent based modelling: 

 Temporal aspects:  

Agents act and react based on events or behavioural triggers. Agents are 

therefore always embedded in time. Hence, any problem to be solved with 

agent based modelling should therefore include such a temporal aspect. Agent 

based models are therefore most suited to study dynamics, rather than single 

points in time. 

 Information about behaviour at the individual level: 

Since in agent based modelling the simulation is modelled at an individual level, 

information about this level has to be available. For example, an agent based 

simulation of traffic jams is only possible if information is available on the 

behaviour of individual cars. This is in contrast to information such as the length 

of the traffic jam that only provides information about the macro-level behaviour. 

 Medium numbers: 

Although the individual agents are important, the focus of agent based 

modelling is often on the phenomena that emerge at population level. Medium 

numbers indicates that the exact number of agents is relatively unimportant. 

The idea is that individual interactions can affect the whole population and 

cause macro-level phenomena to emerge. However, having too few agents 

emphasizes the individual behaviour rather than their interactions, and therefore 

makes results predictable. Too many agents make simulations infeasible due to 

computational expenses. 

 Local and potentially complex interactions: 

Agent based models cause complexity at the macro-level by micro-level 

interactions. Therefore interactions are the most important ingredient of an 

agent based model. Preferably, agents should interact locally (without directly 

affecting the whole population) and interactions between agents might be 

complex. 

 Heterogeneity: 

Agent based modelling focuses on individual agents, from whose interactions  

a model emerges on meso- or macro-level. This requires that individual agent 

characteristics affect the macro-behaviour of the system. Hence, an agent 
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 based model requires a heterogeneous population. This does not necessarily 

mean that each individual has a different set of behavioural rules, but it those 

mean that there should be some variation in the properties and actions of the 

individual agents. These can for example be characteristics or goals, but also 

something simple as their current location. 

 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the aforementioned requirements graphically, and 

also introduces dependences between each of the requirements. The left graph in 

Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between heterogeneity and the number of agents. 

If there are not many agents in the system, and the agents are not really different 

from each other, then chances are the simulation will not generate interesting 

results. If the numbers increase then even with agents that are quite similar, 

interesting results can be obtained.  

The graph at the right in Figure 1 shows the interaction between the complexity of 

individual actors (agents) and the number of agents. If there are many agents that 

are also very complex, then ABM is not a suitable solution, because such a 

simulation is very difficult to develop and could also prove to be computationally  

too expensive. Even if these problems were overcome then chances are that the 

results will be very difficult to interpret. If, on the other hand, the agents are very 

simple, then easier solutions then ABM become feasible again.  

 

 

Figure 1 Requirements for application of agent based modelling. 

The right graph in Figure 2 shows the relation between the number of agents and 

the degree of interaction between the agents. Some level of interaction is always 

required with ABM, since interaction between agents is needed to produce 

emergent system level behaviour. If the interactions between agents are limited, 

then a relatively large number of agents is required to produce interesting emergent 

results. If not many agents are used then the number of interactions needs to 

increase to produce interesting behaviour at the system level.  
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Figure 2 Requirements for application of agent based modelling. 

The graph on the right of Figure 2 shows the interaction between available 

knowledge or data on either the system level or on the agent-level. To build any 

model, knowledge or data are required, and which type of knowledge is available 

may be an important factor in determining which modelling approach is suitable. 

The fact that ABM is focussed on modelling at the micro (agent) level means that 

knowledge or data on the micro level is required to base the agent models on. If this 

knowledge or data is not available then it will be very difficult to develop a valid 

ABM simulation. If knowledge or data on the macro level are available, other 

options than ABM (see section 3.3) may be more suitable.   

3.2 Goals 

As mentioned in section 2, the main goals that can be reached with agent based 

modelling are: 

 Investigating ‘What if’ questions;  

 Investigating ‘What causes’ questions; 

 Simulating adaptive group behaviour for training and games. 

 

In general this boils down to the conclusion that agent based modelling is mainly 

suited for analysis purposes. 

3.3 Alternative approaches 

In the previous two sections, we discussed when agents based modelling is 

appropriate, and when it is not. In this section we give a brief introduction to 

alternative approaches which are sometimes more preferable. We also give some 

examples of each of them, and mention their advantages and disadvantages.  

Note however that it is beyond the scope of this report to provide a complete and 

extensive overview of modelling techniques.  

 

Based on Rand & Rust (2011) we distinguish the following types of modelling: 

 Graphical Modelling; 

 Empirical and Statistical Modelling; 

 Mathematical Modelling; 

 Computational Modelling. 
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 Agent based modelling falls in the last category. We will describe these modelling 

approaches in the following sections.  

3.3.1 Graphical Modelling 

Graphical modelling refers to a group of modelling techniques that use a graphical 

representation to give insight into the dynamics of the system. Examples are 

robustness analysis, influence diagrams, activity diagrams and soft systems 

methodology. Such charts (see Figure 3) are often stationary and non-executable, 

and their only purpose is to visualize relations, interactions, behaviours or 

stakeholders. Since they are non-executable, it is hard to asses wherever they are 

a good representation of the real-world phenomenon. Furthermore, due to the fact 

that they need to be graphically represented, they are often an oversimplification of 

the real world. 

 

Figure 3 An influence diagram. 

3.3.2 Empirical and Statistical modelling 

Empirical and statistical methods are methods for aggregating data from datasets 

and visualizing them either by numbers (such as averages etc.), matrices, or 

graphical representations (see Figure 4). Examples are Multivariate Analysis, 

Principal Component Analysis, Regression analysis and Decision tree algorithms. 

They can be used to find patterns to answer questions like ‘what causes’ (or to be 

more precise: ‘what is correlated with’) and to predict outcomes to answer questions 

like ‘What if’. In that sense, they can be used for similar goals as agent based 

modelling. The main difference is that statistical models can only provide insight in 

problems for which relevant data is available, whereas ABM may also be used to 

get insight in phenomena for which no empirical data is available.  

 

Figure 4 Example of a decision tree algorithm. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Figure22.png
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 3.3.3 Mathematical modelling 

Mathematical methods are a class of modelling techniques that have in common 

that they use formulas and logic to describe a certain phenomenon, and can be 

used for both ‘what if’ and ‘what caused’ questions. Examples are Markov 

Modelling, Queuing Theory, Petri Nets, Differential Equations and Game Theory.  

In principle, mathematical models directly provide results or predictions, without the 

need for simulation. This makes them fast and relatively easy to validate. However, 

often a simplification of the problem is required to develop these models. The formal 

approach of this modelling technique also makes it difficult to incorporate 

behavioural theory. Finally, depending on the type of model, scaling up to many 

individuals can either by easy (if the number of individuals is a number in the 

function), or very hard (if each individual is represented as a set of formulas).  

3.3.4 Computational Modelling 

Computational Modelling is the class of which agent based modelling is part of. 

Other members of this class are agent based simulation, system dynamics and 

Monte Carlo modelling. The difference between agent based modelling and agent 

based simulation, is that agent based modelling is used if the agents form a model 

of the meso- or macro system. In agent based simulation, the agents do not form a 

model of a higher level system but the agents themselves are what is of interest.  

In contrast to mathematical modelling, which tries to find an analytical solution to 

the problem, computational modelling is often used for systems in which closed 

form analytic solutions are not feasible. In principle, computational modelling uses 

the principle of ‘try-and-see’ in which a model is built, run, validated, changed, run, 

validated etc. until a model with an acceptable validity is obtained. Since 

simulations do not pose any restriction on a model, except that it be executable, 

they can be used for very complicated problems that cannot be solved with any of 

the previously described methods. This also makes this approach very suitable to 

incorporating behavioural theory.  

Computational modelling is done on either the system level (such as system 

dynamics) or individual level (agent based modelling/simulation). Obviously, 

modelling at system level requires the modeller to define transitions and rules at 

system level, which is not always feasible. This also makes studying the behaviour 

of individuals in the system difficult. On the other hand, modelling at system level is 

computationally less expensive and therefore more suitable for simulation of 

systems that consist of a large number of individuals. Hence, depending on the 

level of information required and the information available, system level modelling 

or individual level modelling is the better option.  

3.4 Choosing the appropriate modelling approach 

Determining which approach is most suitable for modelling a certain system or 

phenomenon can be very difficult. A conclusive guideline is not always possible; 

however there are certain rules of thumb that should be considered. Figure 5 shows 

a flowchart that can be used as an indication of which type of model to use. 

Furthermore, Table 1 describes some of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

various modelling techniques that were discussed above.  
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Figure 5 Rules of thumb about which method to choose. 

Table 1 Summarizing the alternative modelling approaches and their advantages and 

disadvantages. 

Type Examples Advantages Disadvantages 

Graphical 

Modelling 

Robustness Analysis, 

Influence Diagrams, 

Activity Diagrams, Soft 

Systems Methodology 

Creates insights into firm 

level strategic decisions 

Difficult to compare to 

real-world data 

Often requires simplistic 

assumptions 

Empirical and 

Statistical 

Modelling 

Multivariate Analysis, 

Principal Component 

Analysis, Regression 

analysis, Decision tree 

algorithms 

Useful for finding 

patterns and making 

predictions about the 

future 

Rarely linked to 

behavioural theory 

Often not on the 

individual level 

Requires the right data 

Causal relations cannot 

be determined 

Mathematical 

Modelling 

Markov Modelling, 

Queuing Theory, 

Petri Nets, Differential 

Equations 

Allows fast computation 

of system-level 

behaviour, from 

individual level rules. 

Can scale up easily 

Rarely linked to 

behavioural theory. 

Often requires simplistic 

assumptions.  

Interactions are often 

hard to represent 

Game Theory, 

Bayesian Networks 

Allows fast computation 

of system-level 

behaviour, based on 

individual adaptive 

agents. 

Rarely linked to 

behavioural theory. Only 

suited for small numbers 

of agents, not 

generalizable beyond the 
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 instances examined 

Computational 

Modelling 

System Dynamics Allows a systematic 

examination of an entire 

complex system of 

interactions 

Rules of behaviour must 

be written at the system 

level and examination of 

the individual-level can 

be difficult. 

Agent Based Simulation Allows for exploration of 

individual-level theories 

Not generalizable 

beyond the instances 

examined. Only for small 

number of agents. 

 Agent Based Modelling Allows for exploration of 

individual-level theories, 

but can be used to 

examine system-level 

phenomena. 

Computationally 

expensive, not 

generalizable beyond the 

instances examined. 

Rules of behaviour must 

be written at the 

individual level.  

3.5 Guidelines for ABM 

When a system is suitable for modelling as an ABM, there are guidelines to be 

followed and pitfalls that need to be avoided. First and foremost: like all models,  

an ABM has to be built at the right level of abstraction, judiciously using the right 

amount of detail and generalizability for the model to serve its purpose (Couclelis, 

2002). This remains an art more than a science (Axelrod, 2005).  

This means that for modelling in general and for agent based modelling in 

particular, adding more complexity to the model does not always yield a better 

solution. Since the interactions between agents already result in much complexity, 

having very complex agents often creates overly complex results, that are 

impossible to fathom. The basic rule of thumb in modelling is: Keep the model as 

simple as possible, and as complex as needed. This rule is very similar to the 

principle of “Occam’s razor”, which states that, if two theories have the same 

explanatory power, then the theory that makes the least assumptions is more 

plausible.  

  

Another consideration to take into account is that a model cannot be used to mask 

a lack of knowledge or data. Obtaining the knowledge or data required to build and 

validate a model is often difficult. If data are available then they are often 

incomplete, inconsistent or not detailed enough. If expert knowledge is used, this is 

often of a qualitative nature and needs to be made quantitative. Therefore, getting 

the right amount and quality of data to base the model on, is essential for any 

grounded conclusions afterwards. This principle is also knows as garbage in = 

garbage out. 

 

Another important guideline is related to model application. A model is usually 

developed with a specific type of application and domain in mind. A model for a 

training simulation has different requirements than a model that is used for analysis. 

The domain and intended type of use determine which details are omitted, which 

assumptions are made and which limitations are accepted. It is therefore not a good 

idea to apply a model to a domain for which it was not originally developed, at least 

not without testing the validity of the model for that domain. This reveals also an 
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 important aspect of validation, namely that validity is not an intrinsic aspect of a 

model, but has to be viewed in combination with the intended use of the model.  

A toy car or plane may be a valid model visually, but is in many other respects not 

valid at all.  

 

To continue on the point of validation: validating models with agents is often difficult, 

especially when human behaviour is involved, since irrational decision making, 

subjective choices, and other complex psychological phenomena may be part of the 

model. If that is the case, it is good practice to validate if observed phenomena are 

a valid result of the model, or are caused by an error, or an artefact. This can be 

achieved by simplifying the model until the reason for the observed phenomena can 

be identified and understood, although this can be difficult to achieve:  

 

"Achieving internal validity is harder than it might seem. The problem is 

knowing whether an unexpected result is a reflection of a mistake in the 

programming, or a surprising consequence of the model itself. […] As is 

often the case, confirming that the model was correctly programmed was 

substantially more work than programming the model in the first place." 

(Axelrod 1997)  

 

Rand & Rust (2011) provide some additional design guidelines for ABM model 

development. For a full overview we refer to their paper, but we would like to 

include the design choices that they mention in their paper:  

1. Scope of the Model – What aspects of the complex system under examination 

will be described in the model?  

2. Agents – What agent types exist in the model?  

3. Properties – What properties does each agent have?  

4. Behaviours –What behaviours / actions does each agent possess? 

5. Environment– What external forces act on each agent, including other agents 

and the external environment?  

6. Input and Output –What inputs to the model exist? What outputs can be 

collected from the model?  

7. Time Step –What is the order of events in the model? 
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 4 Examples of Agent Based Modelling at TNO 

Agent based modelling is already widely used within TNO. It is beyond the scope of 

this report to provide a complete overview of all the projects that involve ABM. 

However, a selection of projects and tools has been included below. Note that not 

all of these projects or tools have a strong relation with social simulation. Also, not 

all tools mentioned below are necessarily developed by TNO. We have included 

them to illustrate the wide area of application of ABM at TNO. The following 

sections describe some examples of ABM related projects or tools, with 

contributions of Saeed Moghayer, Trond Husby, Martijn van Noort, Yusen Chen, 

Jurriaan van Diggelen, Anne-Fleur Hemmer and Christian Bos.  

4.1 Economic Models 

Project/Tool: Knowledge based System for Transition to a Low Carbon Economy 

(COMPLEX)  

TNO Contact: Saeed M Moghayer 

COMPLEX is an EU funded project that has brought an international team of  

17 partners across 11 European countries together to explore new energy 

technologies, new ways of using landscapes and new policy instruments to support 

the transition towards a low carbon society by 2050. One of our project aims is to 

develop a system of integrated models that links climate-energy-economy systems 

at various geographical scales ranging from individual household to global level. 

The system of models also accounts for nonlinearities, feedbacks and regime-shifts 

in socio-economic systems when quantifying the impacts of climate change 

mitigation policies across economic and social sectors. TNO leads WP5 in which 

the system of impact assessment models is developed by combining different 

economic modelling approaches: a hybrid Computational General Equilibrium 

(CGE) and agent-based modelling (ABM) approach, integrated impact assessment 

modelling, and system dynamics to quantify the costs of climate-change 

consequences and asses EU mitigation policy options. 

 

The Economic ABM in the system of models focuses on energy market and its 

disaggregated demand and supply sides. ABM offers explicit modelling of out of 

equilibrium dynamics, heterogeneity, interactions, bounded rationality. Special 

attention is paid at the design of different expectation formation and connect climate 

change (CC) hazards impacts with desire to decrease personal CO2 footprint. The 

main features of the model are as follows: 

o Attitude changes -> small changes on micro level that cumulatively lead to non-

marginal changes at macro level => also possibly exacerbated through social 

interactions (run on bank effect) 

o No equilibrium imposed, explicit modelling of out of equilibrium dynamics. => 

change in attitudes both in terms of preferences for low-carbon energies (LCE) 

but also decreasing demand in general independent of a source.  

o Representative agent demand and supply curves based only on historic data 

may change 

o Model estimation based on survey across several EU countries 
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 The ABM will be further integrated with a macroeconomic model in a so-called 

hybrid fashion. The existing ABMs are not based on real-world data, which makes  

it hard to interpret their results. Consequently ABMs are not yet very relevant for 

practical applications such as policy impact or cost assessments. On the other 

hand, traditional macro-economic models such as Computational General 

Equilibrium (CGE) models offer the opportunity to bring real-world data to 

modelling. In the hybrid CGE/ABM approach CGE and ABM are integrated in such 

a way that the CGE-based model tracks the macroeconomic flows between 

countries and sectors, including their contributions to meet adaptation policy 

objectives. In essence, the CGE is a static model (or inter-temporal dynamic 

model), however, ABM continually proceeds in time and can be complimentary to 

cover the gap where out-of equilibrium dynamics and interactions among individual 

stakeholders are important. Therefore, the different time scales are imposed:  

a ‘macro’ time scale in the CGE model, whereas, ‘micro’ time scale in the ABM 

model.  

 

Project/Tool: Forward Looking Analysis of Grand Societal cHallenges and 

Innovative Policies (FLAGSHIP) 

TNO Contact: Saeed M Moghayer 
The main objectives of the FLAGSHIP project are,  

 Understanding and assessing the state of the art of forward looking 

methodologies. 

 In particular by appraising to what extent and how existing methods are used to 

assess grand societal challenges and past and current responses to them - and 

developing beyond state of the art tools and modelling frameworks.  

 Applying an enhanced set of forward looking methods and tools to support EU 

policies, notably by analysing reference and alternative scenarios of long-term 

demographic, legal, economic, social and political evolutions in Europe, as the 

Innovation Union, in a world context, and assessing potential progress in 

technological and social innovation. 

 Driving change: Producing a set of EU-relevant policy recommendations on the 

potential of the EU for transition and change as a result of the forward looking 

exercise.  

  

TNO will be leading WP2, ‘Beyond state of the art & enhancement of tools’.  

This WP aims enhancing the tools/models in order to make them more adapted to 

integrated economic-ecological forward-looking activities. The modelling framework 

considered at the start of this task will be the TNO CGE models EXIOMOD-

RHOMOLO package. This task will expand the capabilities of this Computational 

General equilibrium (CGE) modelling and heterogeneous agent base modelling 

(HAM), a hybrid CGE/HAM model (cf. COMPLEX) and a macro-econometric model, 

to simulate information flows to the other elements of the project that can be linked 

in various configurations. The ‘hybrid CGE/HAM’ model is built by integrating CGE 

models, and a HAM using a ‘non-instrumental integration approach’. In this 

approach CGE models and HAM both determine, or influence, some parts of the 

other. In the proposed hybrid CGE/HSAM all main behavioural equations of the 

model are estimated econometrically based on the available time-series data.  
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 In this approach CGE and HAM will be integrated in such a way that the CGE-

based model tracks the macroeconomic flows between countries and sectors  

(see Figure 6). In this way, all the implicit processes that are happening between 

CGE model equilibriums (e.g. purchasing, selling, earning, working, producing) can 

be represented explicitly in the HAM model. 

 

 

Figure 6 Integration of Computational General Equilibrium Modelling and Heterogeneous Agent 

Based Modelling.  

Project/Tool: Knowledge for Climate.  

TNO Contact: Trond Husby, Olga Ivanova. 

In this project an Agent-Based Model is developed that will be used to analyse the 

economic consequences of flood risk, where the focus is on how increased flood 

risk affect house prices and consequently households location decisions. This ABM 

will be integrated in a CGE(Computable General Equilibrium)-model which also will 

allow for an analysis of indirect effects of flood risk, where the CGE-model will 

provide the macro-environment while the ABM focus on individual details on the 

household level. In order to calibrate the ABM the survey-data from the Dutch 

Housing Demand Survey (Woon 2009) is used. 

4.2 Mobility 

Project/Tool: ITS Modeller NG 

TNO Contact: Martijn van Noort 

ITS Modeller NG is a microscopic traffic simulation tool for evaluating the network 

level effect of Intelligent Transport Systems, that is, ICT applications in traffic.  

Each individual vehicle, driver and roadside system has its own behaviour model 

and interacts with the other actors. The tool determines the performance of the 

overall system in terms of traffic throughput, traffic safety and emissions as a result 

of these individual behaviours.  

Typical questions are: what is the impact on congestion of an advanced cruise 

control system if 40% of the vehicles is equipped with it? Or what is the impact on 
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 emissions of “The New Driving” (Het Nieuwe Rijden), depending on the number of 

drivers that apply this driving style? 

The tool is setup so that users can easily add their own models. This makes it easy 

to analyse new applications or specific driver behaviours. It also enables users to 

create complex behaviours by combining several different models. 

 

Project/Tool: Enhanced WISETRIP 

TNO Contact: Yusen Chen 

Enhanced WISETRIP is a FP7 project which aims at investigating how and what to 

provide real-time travel advice for international travellers, accounting for all possible 

modes (means) of transport, departure time and cost associated to each mode.  

We aim also to provide and eventually influence travellers with a more eco-friendly 

routing advice.  

Actors are various types of travellers, to include (1) transport modes/networks and 

services at EU and inter-continental scale; (2) criteria of routing: travel time, cost, 

CO2, etc. (3) real-time service for alert and re-planning in case of disruption.  

User interviews and online surveys have been carried out to find out what and how 

travellers interact with various aspects as mentioned above. Traveller choice 

modelling has been performed to gain insight into these interactions.  

 

Project/Tool: Dynamic Traffic Management in Den Haag  

TNO Contact: Yusen Chen 

The purpose of the project is to be able to provide a scenario to manage urban 

traffic, considering simultaneously traffic throughput, emission and noise.  

A scenario takes into account both traffic control and traveller’s reaction to traffic 

information and should connect to traffic control centre to perform the actuation. 

Rerouting/route guidance and consistent control settings form a major part of a 

scenario.  

A mesoscopic dynamic traffic simulation model has been developed to take into 

account relationship between an individual driver’s movement and traffic control as 

well as traffic information. The model is calibrated against observation data at 

junctions and provides Key Performance Indicators to evaluate each scenario.  

Main challenges encountered are (1) how to quantify relative impact of traffic 

information and its combination impact with traffic control? (2) how to achieve 

system optimum while satisfying individual traveller’s preferences and needs, taking 

into multi-criteria control objective such as throughput, emission and noise?  

 

Project/Tool: Pro-active Traffic Management with multi-criteria routing for EcoMOVE  

TNO Contact: Yusen Chen 

The project aims to provide eco-routing advice to travellers, for real time and for a 

predicted time horizon (from 15 minutes to 120 minutes ahead), to improve Energy 

efficiency in road transport by applying the V2I and V2V to create cooperative eco-

driving support and management. The project targets to reduce fuel consumption by 

20% overall, by saving unnecessary kilometres driven (optimising routes); helping 

driver to save fuel (optimising driver behaviour); and managing traffic more 

efficiently (optimising network management). The key is to provide a “perfect eco-

driver” travelling through the “perfectly eco-managed” road network.  

Thus in the core of dynamic traffic simulation, a new model has been created to 

account for both traffic throughput and emission. Research findings suggest that a 

well-designed strategy can indeed improve both throughput and emission 
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 simultaneously. Other aspects taken into account are traffic control and traveller’s 

reaction to traffic information.  

An extra step made is the prediction capability, based on both historical and real-

time observation data. The capability allows us to foresee a problem before it 

happens and takes a measure to mitigate a potential problem. This pro-active 

approach with multi-criteria routing is a unique feature that helps achieving 

unreachable results till now.  

Main challenges encountered are (1) how to effectively balance the computation 

needs for prediction model and the optimized routing results? (2) how to incorporate 

the impact of penetration rate of cooperative driving into the core of simulation and 

consistently with multi-criteria routing?  

 

Project/Tool: Commuting behaviour 

TNO Contact: Bob van der Vecht 

The aim of this project is to get understanding of transitions in commuting behaviour 

of people. We investigate what type of interventions or which adaptations in the 

system cause a transition, such that people decide to change their travel routines. 

The societal benefits would be that more optimal commuting behaviour leads to  

less pollution caused by traffic, better use of capacity of the transport systems  

(less traffic jams), economic benefits for companies. 

We have constructed a behaviour model that is inspired by the theory of planned 

behaviour. One of the important aspects in this theory is that people have routine 

behaviour that they execute every day without making explicit choices. They need 

to pass a certain cognitive threshold in order to actually optimize their behaviour.  

Another important aspect when talking about behavioural change is to take social 

influence into account. People are part of a social network and their social 

environment has influence on their decision.  

These two behavioural mechanisms can be modelled very well in an ABM. We have 

created a population of agents that travel to their work and back. Their choices 

consist of a modality to travel with, a departure time and a location of work. 

In a prototype simulation we evaluate the effect of four types of interventions  

(an information campaign, increasing gas prizes, more flexible working times and 

adjusting road capacity). We observe that the timing of interventions has effect on 

its impact. Also the order and the combination of multiple interventions is important 

for the results.  

 

 

Figure 7 Simulation of commuting behaviour.  
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 4.3 Social Media 

Project/Tool: Modelling Persuasion via Online Media 

TNO Contact: Bob van der Vecht 

As part of the ETP – Behaviour en Innovation, the aim of this study is to get better 

understanding of social influence via online social media. In this study we apply 

modelling and simulation to Twitter behaviour around talent shows that are 

broadcasted on television. We use a multi-disciplinary approach that comes 

together in an agent-based model.  

1. We start with a psychological theory of social influence.  

2. We select a specific case to which we want to apply the theoretical model.  

We collect empirical data of human behaviour. 

3. The theoretical model is formalized into a quantitative decision model for agents 

in the context of a specific case. 

4. Estimate behaviour parameters from the empirical data using regression 

techniques. 

5. Construct agent-based simulation. 

6. Validate simulation output on empirical data. 

 

 

Figure 8 Schematic overview of persuasion modelling approach. 

Specification of the figure in the context of the case: 

 Behaviour Theory: Cialdini principles of persuasion. 

 Case: Social influence via Twitter around television talent shows. 

 Empirical data: Actors, tweets and social network retrieved from Twitter. 

 Agent Behaviour model: Multi-nominal logit decision model. 

 Simulation environment: Repast agent simulation of Twitter. 

 Simulation input parameters: Behaviour parameters, social network, candidate 

performances. 

 Simulation output: list of tweets generated by the agents. 

 

In the validation process we compare the simulation results to the empirical data.  

At individual level the behaviour (number of tweets and the timing) of a real person 

can be compared to his or her simulation representative. This way the theoretical 
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 behaviour model and its formalization is validated. By applying this approach to 

several cases and searching for common behaviour parameters for the social 

influence rules, we create a general model for persuasion in the online context. 

4.4 Defence & Safety 

Project/Tool: SmartOps 

TNO Contact: Jurriaan van Diggelen 

We have constructed and validated a prototype of a user interface for the 

development of agent based simulation models (ABMS) for the exploration of 

context driven human computer collaboration in the command centre of navy 

vessels. With the use of the newly developed user interface the programming code 

needed to deploy simulations in the Brahms modelling and simulation environment 

can be generated. 

The user interface consists of a several Excel templates that regulate and handle 

model creation workflow and model generation. Using these templates the modeller 

is enabled to reuse elements from former models in the creation process of new 

models; speeding up the modelling time for the creation of simulation model. 

Furthermore, to be able to create these models little prior knowledge of 

programming in general, or Brahms is needed. As a consequence, the envisioned 

user group –domain experts and practitioners-, are expected to experience a less 

steep learning curve and will be able to more quickly use the potential of ABMS to 

explore en optimise work processes. 

With the application of a use case the overall function of the user interface was 

tested. The use case implemented focussed on the research question how the 

workload of a helmsman was affected when varying the level of automated support. 

The results showed that both the template and the resulting simulation model were 

suited to explore human-computer and human-human collaborative processes.  

The resulting model and the model output showed plausible behaviour. 

Possible improvements of the present prototype lie in the stepped manner that 

leads to the eventual results (multiple applications are needed) and the functionality 

of the Brahms modelling and simulation environment, that, for the purpose of the 

exploration of work processes challenges the modeller with its level of detail needed 

in the simulation models. 

To conclude, the current prototype is able to efficiently and user friendly (using 

templates and Excel) generate ABMS models for the exploration of collaborative 

processes. Future research however is advised on the choice and requirements of 

the simulation engine and the most suitable representation of the user interface.   

 

Project/Tool: PSOM 

TNO Contact: Reinout Pieneman 

PSOM (Peace Support Operations Model) is a population centric, human-in-the-

loop war game that represents the cross-government, multi-actor stabilization 

environment. PSOM is a faction-to-faction, turn-stepped, cellular geography, semi-

agent-based model. The main actors within a scenario are represented as ‘factions’, 

each of these representing a group of people led by a common leadership. Factions 

could be most appropriately expressed as a politically homogenous party with a 

unity of leadership. Each faction collects intelligence (from various sources), has 

political alliances, has defensive agreements, runs its own economic assets and 

can compete for the support of the population. 
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 The game is focused on both strategic and operational issues. On strategic level, 

through human interaction, the political and strategic decision-making process is 

simulated, which is called the Strategic Interaction Process (SIP). This SIP provides 

a framework to represent the activities and results of the Operational Game (OG). 

The Operational Game includes the automatic part of the PSOM. On this 

operational level, the strategic decisions and intentions are translated into the 

effects on campaign level.  

 

Project/Tool: CHAOS 

TNO Contact: Emiel Ubink 

CHAOS (Capability-based Human-performance Architecture for Operational 

Simulation) is a Java software library for behaviour modelling purposes. CHAOS 

can be used to create human behaviour and performance models. CHAOS is used 

in various simulations developed by TNO.  

The central assumption behind CHAOS is that humans act as a result of the 

continuous competition of multiple drivers. These drivers, or behaviours, can be 

proactive (i.e. a task that has to be completed) or reactive (i.e. a reaction to an 

internal or external stimulus). At stake in this competition are the resources that are 

required to execute the behaviours. Examples of resources are “attention” and 

“vision” but also “aerobic capacity”, “hands” or “legs” could be valid resources in an 

application of CHAOS.  

Which behaviours are executed depends on the resources that they require and the 

priority of the behaviour. The most important behaviours get precedence when the 

resources are distributed, less important behaviours have to wait and “hope” that 

the resources they require will still be available. In CHAOS, all these competing 

behaviours are modelled as agents. From this competition, the behaviour of the 

individual human emerges. This makes CHAOS a somewhat unusual example of 

ABM, because in this case a model of an individual person emerges from the 

interaction of multiple agents, whereas usually the individual level is the starting 

point in ABM.   

4.5 Energy market modelling 

Project/Tool: EDGaR-D1 

TNO Contact: Christian Bos  

Two ABM related projects are running under the EDGaR programme (Energy Delta 

Gas Research, currently the main national Gas research programme). The first is 

led by TUD and focusses on comparing ABM and general equilibrium models for 

understanding gas sector intra-market and inter-market interactions. TNO is not 

directly involved in this TUD-project. The second project (2012-14/15) studies local 

and regional energy systems to study the energy transition through the principle of 

non-equilibrium market economics: autonomous agents (legal persons) react each 

model time-step on the information available (system state variables, macro-

information, etc.) to decide their optimal course of action. Using ABM, the model 

simulates the physical and actor behaviour of the regional / local energy system 

(interconnected electricity-gas-heat [e-g-h] networks) and computes the resulting 

consumer-price (affordability criterion), CO2 emission reductions (sustainability 

criterion), and instantaneous / sustained network equilibrium (e-g-h supply should 

be equal to demand at each time-step: security of supply criterion). Types of roles 

that can be defined are: various types of consumers (industries, households, 

offices, etc.) e-g-h producers, distribution system operators (DSO), storage 
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 operators, and traders. Agents are legal persons and can combine different roles 

(e.g. prosumer), they own the hardware, and make short-term operational and 

yearly investment or strategic decisions in order to optimize their utility function.  

The ABM is designed to study which drivers (institutional and legal framework, i.e. 

boundary conditions for an agent’s decision-making) should be defined in order to 

achieve a desired energy system equilibrium in terms of sustainability / affordability 

/ security of supply. The goal of this project is to understand how sustainability can 

be enhanced under the boundary conditions of physical and contractual network 

balance, and of investor return on investment / end-user affordability. Especially, 

the intermittency of renewable energy resources (wind, PV) and their impact on 

network imbalance + corrective measures (and costs) will be investigated. The ABM 

is being coded in C#.  

 

Project/Tool: ENETSIM 

Contact:Christian Bos 

ENETSIM (Energy NETwork SIMulator) is another project in the area of energy 

market modelling run by TNO. ENETSIM has been coded in Matlab / Simulink and 

is an ABM that describes the physical and actor behaviour in the gas value chain. 

Agents take daily operational decisions and yearly investment decisions. Agents 

are: (multiple) Gas Exploration & Production Operators (discovering new gas fields 

and developing / producing them following the conclusion of a sales contract with a 

trader), (multiple) Traders (buying gas, selling gas), TSO (Transport System 

Operator, the legal monopolist), (multiple) Storage Operators (to balance supply 

and demand), and (multiple) Consumers (households, offices, power industry, other 

industry). The model uses simple physics (e.g. gas field and gas storage physics) 

and allows the gas spot market to establish the gas price following clearance of the 

traders’ bids. Agents are connected through the physical network and through 

legally binding contracts, which evolve continuously. The goal is to develop a tool 

that provides insight in the cost effects of imbalance (e.g. due to an increased share 

of renewables) and provides a quantitative measure for security of supply due to the 

market structure. The tool allows to study the role of gas in enabling renewables.  

A (serious) gaming version has also been developed.  

 

Project/Tool: Societal Impact of Interdependent Networks 

TNO Contact: David Langley, Daniël Worm 

TNO is conducting research on interdependent networks with the goal of developing 

generic modelling know-how for various types of interdependent networks, such as 

Smart Grids or ICT-networks. This subject has recently increased in importance due 

to the realisation that such networks are not only essential for government, society 

and business, but that no one party can oversee the entire chain of interdependen-

cies between the systems, whereby the entire system is only as strong as its 

weakest link. In this environment of interconnected networks, not only the technical 

components but also the human factor plays an important role, for example in terms 

of trust, the different concerns of stakeholders and the ways that human behaviour 

can disrupt the infrastructures. It is of principle importance to be able to model the 

socio-technical interface in interdependent networks so that we are able to bridge 

different stakeholders’ perspectives, to balance competing priorities and to gain a 

better understanding of the effects of future scenarios, including the effect of 

disruptions or interventions. 

In a case study in 2012, a socio-technical Smart Grid model was developed.  

This case is highly interesting because of the complex interplay between the 
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 behaviour of the physical electricity network, including variable pricing, and the 

human behaviour in the social network of households, whereby cascades of failure 

within and between these networks may be a new phenomenon with serious 

societal impact. The physical model included is a low-voltage network including 

typical electricity load characteristics. The social model is an agent-based model 

incorporating short-term and long-term behavioural rules for individual households 

with respect to three behaviours: (1) choice of energy demand profile, whereby a 

household power management application (such as TNO’s Powermatcher) can 

optimize demand based either on maximizing comfort, minimizing cost or a demand 

profile balancing both; (2) choice to install an energy-producing device, such as a 

solar panel; (3) choice to carry out energy-efficiency measures, such as extra 

insulation. In the agent-based model, a psychology theory is used as the basis 

whereby individuals’ related attitudes are updated, such as confidence in the 

electricity supply, their intentions to act in a certain way and their actual behavioural 

choices. The physical and agent-based models work together, passing data 

between the networks at each time step, and are able to reproduce a range of 

scenarios, such as what the effect is of various levels of distributed solar power 

production on disruptions in the electricity supply. A cost model is also incorporated 

so that the broader societal effects of different scenarios can be calculated, in terms 

of any possible financial cost to society as well as the impact of changes to trust in 

the electricity network. 
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 5 Workshops 

During this project, two workshops on ABM were organized. The aim of these 

workshops was two identity new opportunities for ABM, to connect people with an 

interest in ABM and also to learn about the process of developing ABM solutions. 

The first workshop was held on August 17, 2012, in Soesterberg, and focussed 

primarily on the Defence & Safety domain. The second workshop was held on 

October 1, 2012, in Soesterberg and included a wide variety of domains.  

5.1 Approach 

Prior to the workshops, people were invited to define research challenges for which 

they thought ABM could help to provide a solution. From the suggestions that were 

made, a selection was made to be used as cases at the workshops. The following 

cases were selected: 

 

First workshop (Defence & Safety domain) 

1. Manning of navy vessels, (how) can we get by with less people?  

2. Manning of navy vessels: what is the best mix between specialists and 

generalists? 

3. Recognizing suspicious behaviour in CCTV applications. 

 

Second workshop (multiple domains): 
1. Workplace innovation in health care. 

2. Smart Cities / Housing Market.  

3. Self-Management in Health Care.  

4. Dynamic routing advice. 

5. Energy system modelling. 

6. Overcoming coordination neglect in crisis response. 

The people that provided the cases for the workshops were invited to participate 

and were combined with ABM modelling experts to form working groups. During  

the workshop, each working group designed, on paper, an ABM solution for that 

specific problem/research challenge. This included, among other aspects,  

a description of the agents that would need to be developed. The form that was 

used as a template, a description of the cases (only for the second workshop),  

the workshop results and the filled out forms are included in appendices A, B and C. 

5.2 General results and findings 

What quickly became clear when organizing the workshops, is that there are many 

people at TNO that are working with, or are interested in, ABM. Also, there seem to 

be many domains for which ABM could potentially be useful. This is of course also 

illustrated by the wide range of projects and tools listed in Chapter 4.  

What also became clear was that people are not always aware of the potentially 

relevant work that colleagues are doing at other TNO locations, themes or expertise 

areas. There is no “ABM community” that keeps each other posted on projects, 

tools and that shares knowledge and lessons learned.  
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 A recurring discussion during the workshop was related to what was already 

addressed in Chapter 3: many of the groups struggled with the question if ABM was 

actually a suitable approach for the problem they were facing. This shows that, 

even for pre-selected cases, determining the right approach is difficult and should 

be done with much care. Also, the difference in point of view from model builders 

compared to domain experts was in some cases very clear. Model builders are 

keen to remove as many details as possible, while domain experts are sometimes 

reluctant to apply the abstractions that may be required. This shows that a multi-

disciplinary approach is essential to developing well balanced models.  

A final observation that was made during the workshop is that, especially when 

dealing with human behaviour, the devil really is in the details. When a system is 

influenced by human behaviour, it is very difficult to determine which factors can 

and which factors cannot be omitted. A factor that may seem to be a minor detail 

could actual be an important factor that influences human behaviour and thereby 

the whole system. This is also why it can be difficult to get the proper data and 

knowledge that are required for the specification of agent behaviour. 
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 6 Conclusions and recommendations 

In this section we reflect on the outcomes of the workshops that were held, and 

elaborate on future directions that can be taken. Our main conclusions and findings 

are the following: 

1) Agent Based Modelling (ABM) is already successfully applied at TNO in 

numerous domains (see Chapter 4 for examples), but there is ample room for 

improvement. See the recommendations below for our ideas on improving ABM 

research at TNO. 

2) TNO has a unique combination of knowledge on ABM, human and social 

sciences and the various domains where ABM can be applied. However, this 

multi-disciplinary potential is currently not fully exploited.  

3) ABM is a good candidate for many of the research questions which TNO faces. 

It is especially suitable for socio-technical systems, to bridge the gap between 

social and human sciences and computer science.  

4) The expertise within TNO is scattered across the organization. This document 

is a first overview of the field. Also, the workshops allowed people from a wide 

variety of disciplines to meet and exchange knowledge and ideas.  

5) The real challenge for TNO is the application of ABM to real world problems, 

not modelling platforms or technologies. The discussions during the workshop 

were mostly related to this topic, and focussed on the following two issues:  

a. Determining if ABM is indeed the best method to tackle a specific problem. 

In Chapter 3 of this document, we have provided some guidelines to assist 

with this question.  

b. Collecting the data required to specify the agent’s behaviours and 

interactions, especially when this involves human decision making and 

social interactions.  

6.1 Recommendations for ABM related research at TNO 

6.1.1 Focus research on development of real-world applications 

If we consider the amount fundamental research that has been done, worldwide,  

on ABM, and we compare this to the number of successful applications of ABM to 

real world problems, then it is clear that the biggest challenge for ABM is related to 

the latter. This is also where the focus of TNO should be. With its wide range of 

domains and expertise, TNO is an excellent candidate to deliver valuable 

applications of this technology. Of course, as the methodology advances, TNO 

should stay in touch with the state of the art. However, research focussing on ABM 

from a computer science standpoint, i.e. on ABM as a methodology, should in our 

view be left to universities.  

6.1.2 Facilitate sharing of knowledge  

Expertise related to ABM is scattered throughout the TNO organization. This is of 

course inevitable for a big organization that is active in many domains. However, 

even a simple, small scale form of organization, such as a sharepoint site and 

newsletter could already prove to be helpful. A platform is needed to inform 

colleagues on ABM related projects, to share lessons learned, tips & tricks and 

information on tools that are being used. Workshops and surveys of relevant 

projects are very helpful, but need to be embedded in a more structural form of 

networking and sharing of knowledge.  
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 6.1.3 Promote TNO’s knowledge position 

Besides a better sharing of knowledge within the own organization, TNO should 

increase its visibility to and stimulate collaboration with universities and other 

institutions. To be recognized as an important institute where ABM is applied to real 

world problems, TNO should organize workshops, symposia and/or courses on this 

subject. For 2013 and/or 2014, we envision a symposium on the application of ABM 

for real-world socio-technical systems .  

6.1.4 Exploit multi-disciplinary potential 

Many of the research challenges we are facing have physical, political, cultural and 

behavioural dimensions, to name a few. This makes these systems difficult to 

formalize. However, this is also exactly where ABM can be applied, since it allows 

for modelling systems with complex interactions, by combining simpler, low-level 

constituents. This is also exactly where the key strength of TNO is.  

To fully exploit this strength we recommend that each ABM project starts with a 

workshop in which experts from relevant domains work together to describe an 

ABM solution on paper. This can be achieved in one or two days and gives 

immediate insight in the major pitfalls and knowledge requirements. It also helps to 

find out if ABM is indeed a good solution to the problem.  

Also for the phase of model construction, a team consisting of modelling experts 

and domain experts should be formed. This prevents that shortcuts are taken or 

that unnecessary details are included. Multi-disciplinary teams may require more 

time to develop a model, but the chance that the resulting model is well balanced 

and valid, and thus applicable, is much higher.  

6.1.5 Consider alternative approaches 

A recurring discussion during the workshops was related to the question if ABM was 

indeed the best approach for a specific case. This is a very important discussion 

that should always precede a choice for a specific modelling technique. A common 

pitfall here is that people with experience with modelling technique X see each case 

as the perfect candidate for application of X.  

This issue is closely related to the previous point of multi-disciplinary teams.  

A modelling project should, at least in the start-up phase, be open to alternative 

approaches and should therefore involve experts with a wide range of knowledge 

and experience. To assist with selection of the appropriate approach, the 

information in section 3.4 should also be taken into account. In some cases a 

combination of techniques may provide the best solution. ABM is, due to its 

modularity and distinction between micro and macro levels, especially suited to be 

combined with other modelling techniques.  

6.1.6 Investigate potential of big data and data-driven ABM 

One of the major challenges identified during the workshops was to ground the 

(agent based) model with knowledge and data. Especially data on decision making, 

human behaviour and social interaction is difficult to collect.  

A possible solution is to use theories from social sciences on for instance attention 

span, routine behaviour or social influence. However, these theories often are of a 

qualitative nature, making model development difficult. Another approach is to look 

at “big data” from cell phones, social media, GPS logs, etc. These huge sets of 

empirical data could potentially be used for model development. However, this 

approach results in black-box models that are limited to situations that were already 

represented in the original data set.  
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 A possible marriage of the two methods may be found in an approach called data-

driven agent based modelling. This is a novel technique that makes the connection 

between data-mining, generic behaviour models and simulation environments.  

The development of an integrated framework, both methodologically and in 

software, would allow easy adaptation and application to problems in the several 

TNO themes. Although this poses its own challenges, such an approach has the 

potential to be applied to a wide range of problems, and can tackle modelling 

problems that cannot be solved otherwise. 

6.1.7 Investigate new areas of application 

ABM is already used in many TNO projects in multiple domains and themes. 

However, this project has also shown that more opportunities for ABM exist. On the 

one hand are the domains where ABM is not (yet) part of the standard toolset.  

An example is the domain of Healthy Living, with research challenges that are 

strongly related to human behaviour and social interaction. The challenge here is to 

connect domain experts and model builders and to look for good data sources that 

can be used to base models on.  

On the other hand are the areas of TNO where ABM is already frequently applied. 

Here the major challenge is to make sure that the human factor is properly 

represented in the models. This can make model development considerably more 

difficult but increases the validity and applicability of the resulting models. This also 

requires suitable data sources and expertise from the social sciences.  

6.2 Proposed projects for the near future 

To conclude this report we will provide some outlines for ABM related projects for 

the near future that are proposed as a next step in the development of ABM as a 

research tool for TNO.  

6.2.1 Data Driven Human Factors Modelling 

This proposed project focusses on the general human factors related research 

challenges that are common to modelling socio-technical systems. As such it 

includes ABM applications, but is also relevant to other modelling approaches.  

To build models that include human behaviour and interactions, quantifiable 

knowledge about the relevant human factors is needed. However, this knowledge is 

often difficult to obtain because of the multi-dimensional nature of the problems at 

hand, which means that classic research paradigms are not applicable or too 

expensive.  

At the same time, more and more data are becoming available that could help us 

with these challenges. Data are collected in dedicated research projects, but also 

other data sources are available to us, such as GPS logs, mobile communication, 

social media, CCTV, etc. There are several projects and other initiatives that are 

tapping into these data sources and that are using various techniques to find 

relations and patterns in these data and build models from these data. However,  

a common overview and research agenda, focussing on the aforementioned difficult 

human factors related questions, is missing. The result is that we are not taking full 

advantage of the available data and modelling expertise to solve the issues we are 

facing.  

 

We therefore propose to do the following: 
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 a) Create an overview and categorization of the main research challenges, for all 

themes, that involve human factors (i.e. human behaviour and decision 

making). 

b) Create an overview and categorization of the required as well as the available 

data sources, that could help to tackle these research challenges. 

c) Create an overview and categorization of the required as well as the available 

modelling expertise and techniques. 

d) Create a research agenda by combining research challenges from a) with data 

sources from b) and modelling expertise from c). These combinations can be 

viewed as high-level project proposals that can be extended and carried out by 

the theme organization. Note that some combinations may contain data or 

modelling gaps (i.e. the data are there but the modelling expertise is missing, or 

vice versa) which means that additional fundamental (ETP) research may be 

required. 

6.2.2 Data Driven Agent Based Modelling 

In this report we have identified that one of the main challenges is for successfully 

applying agent-based modelling (ABM) is to ground the model with context specific 

knowledge and data. Therefore we propose to develop a method and a supporting 

software framework for Data-Driven ABM to make the technique directly applicable 

to problems in the several TNO themes. Data-driven ABM makes the connection 

between techniques from data-mining with generic behaviour models and 

simulation environments.  

 

There are large amounts of data available that relate to behavioural choices of 

people in specific contexts. From scientific theory we know generic behaviour 

models of proven psychological mechanisms, for example about the attention span, 

routine behaviour or social influence. If we develop a framework to connect the 

empirical data to the generic behaviour models we enable the creation of context 

specific models of human behaviour. The empirical data is used to tune or learn the 

behaviour parameters and is used to validate the model. Figure 9 shows the 

generic process we envision for a software framework in which these steps come 

together. The figure also shows successive step where the behaviour models are 

executed by agents living in an simulation environment that contains relevant 

contextual aspects. The simulation results are used for further parameter tuning or 

for data analysis. 
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Figure 9 Generic software framework. 

Though the method and the software framework are generic we will apply the 

method to a small number of prototype cases that demonstrate how the approach is 

used in practice. At the same time the prototype cases can be derived from existing 

problems that explicitly show the need for such approach. Examples are the 

modelling of commuting behaviour in mobility domain or an anti-piracy missions 

from the integral safety domain, or the modelling problems mentioned earlier. 

 

A description of the project deliverables we are proposing: 

a) Describe a method for Data-Driven Agent-based Modelling. The method 

describes how Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) can be applied to complex 

societal problems where behaviour and interactions of individuals lead to 

emergent phenomena at population level. The method we envision is multi-

disciplinary as it connects data mining and machine learning techniques with 

behaviour models and simulation environments.  

b) Define set of prototype behaviour models, data sets and simulation 

environments. We collect existing behaviour models used within TNO and 

describe them, if necessary, in a formalized way to enable computational 

usage. In the same way we define formats of empirical data sets and generic 

components of simulation environments. These elements are input when the 

method is applied to specific cases. 

c) Develop a software framework for data-driven ABM. The framework integrates 

data mining and machine learning techniques with generic behaviour models 

and simulation environments. Software will be documented and accompanied 

with a user guide. 

d) Apply method to small number of prototype cases. We apply the method and 

the software framework to a small number of cases that are illustrative for our 

approach. The cases demonstrate the practical use of our approach in current 

TNO problem domains. For example, we can relate to the Mobility project in the 
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 ETP Gedrag & Innovatie, where an agent-based simulation of commuting 

behaviour has been developed and grounding the model with empirical data is 

subject of the plan for 2013. 

e) Write a peer-reviewed paper for scientific conference. There is a lot of activity in 

the academia around the use of empirical data in ABM. We have a network with 

universities already. By sharing our work with others we want to strengthen our 

position in the scientific community. 

6.2.3 Incentive Modelling in Multi-level Systems 

The analysis of ABM in this report shows its suitability for tackling the societal 

problems which TNO addresses, due to the multi-disciplinary nature of socio-

technical modelling. An important frontier in this applied research area is multi-level 

simulation modelling, whereby the challenge is not just to model how agents 

interact to produce emergent outcomes on one level (such as how consumers 

influence each other to adopt a new technological product) but also to link this to a 

higher-level system (such as the effect of that product’s diffusion on the market 

structure) and further (such as consequential changes to the regulatory 

environment). 

 

A project on this subject can provide important new guidance for firms and 

government in the key area of Sustainable Energy Innovations: distributed solar 

power and electric vehicles. Looking at the disappointing progression of these 

renewable energy solutions in the Netherlands, we can develop a model of the 

multi-level incentive system which may provide novel insights into the (lack of) 

system change. We can visualize a chain of incentives passing between system 

levels both bottom-up and top-down (see Figure 10). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10 A simplified multi-level incentive system, showing multi-level interactions (adapted 

from Klein-Wolthuis, Langley & van den Broek, working paper). 
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 We can define a main research question as: How does the multi-level incentive 

system work for sustainable energy innovations and how can firms and policy 

makers intervene to stimulate the market adoption? 

Specific research questions include: 

1. Which incentives play a role between different levels, both bottom-up and top-

down? 

2. Are there similar blockage points in the multi-level incentive system for different 

sustainable innovations: distributed solar power and electric vehicles? 

3. Which changes in the multi-level incentive system are likely to bring about a 

wide spread adoption of these sustainable energy innovations? 

 

In particular, this last research question can be addressed through the application  

of ABM, including knowledge and expertise from the areas of social psychology, 

innovation management, organizational science, strategy and policy as well as legal 

knowledge. We propose the following activities: 

a) Research the hierarchical levels, and the incentives (or lack thereof) passing 

between them for the situation of two energy innovations: distributed solar 

power and electrical vehicles.  

b) Investigate systemic blockages preventing a fluid transition through the multi-

level value network. 

c) Develop a software framework for a multi-level incentive ABM. The framework 

integrates the theoretical insights for each level (multi-disciplinary) with the 

findings from the first two activities.  

d) Explore a range of scenarios, whereby various strategies and policy 

interventions can be implemented in the multi-level incentive ABM. 

e) Write a paper for peer-reviewed scientific conference and journal, including new 

insights into effective strategic and policy interventions. 
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 A Workshop work form 
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B Summary Workshop 2 

This appendix serves as report of the TNO-workshop on Agent-based Modelling for 

Social Simulation, held on October 1 2012 in Soesterberg. The workshop started 

with a general introduction on agent-based modelling. After that six TNO experts 

presented a problem from their own working domain:  

1. Workplace innovation in health care – Robert Vergeer 

2. Smart Cities /Housing Market – Marianne Linde 

3. Self-Management in Health Care – Laurence Alpay 

4. Dynamic routing advice – Yusen Chen 

5. Energy system modelling – Christian Bos 

6. Overcoming coordination neglect in crisis response – Willem Treurniet 

 

The cases were presented in a two-minute pitch. After the pitches participants were 

divided in working groups for each of the cases, to discuss the cases from an 

agent-based modelling perspective. The aim was to come to an abstract description 

of an agent-based model for the problem and discuss the strengths, weaknesses 

and potential of an ABM approach in the case. Afterwards the results of the group 

sessions were presented and discussed. The remainder of this document contains 

observations from the group sessions.  

 

B.1 Workplace innovation in health care  

Case presenter: Robert Vergeer 

Participants: Steven d’Hondt, Robert Vergeer, Klaas Ten Have, Jurriaan van 

Diggelen 

 

B.1.1 Description 

The quality of ambulant homecare is under continuous pressure due to financial 

budget cuts. Different organizational forms that are less hierarchical have shown to 

be capable of providing more personalized care to patients, resulting in better 

quality homecare while keeping costs relatively low. Key to these successes is that 

the group of ambulant caregivers is allowed much freedom on how they schedule 

their activities, on the hiring of new personnel, and on how the patients are divided 

among the caregivers. Although these equal-member-organization forms have 

shown to be successful, they tend not to last for very long, and deteriorate in more 

hierarchical and bureaucratic organizational forms. Possible causes for these 

effects could be that dominant group members are inclined to draw power to 

themselves, that incidents result in a reaction of establishing more rules, or that 

people are simply used to hierarchy in their work and subconsciously fall back in 

what they are used to.  

We propose to use agent-based modelling to simulate this process. The simulation 

will be based on agents (representing care-givers and patients), and a set of rules 

which constraints the autonomy of the agents. In the equal-member-organization, 

the set of rules is relatively empty. The agents can add rules to the rule-set (for 

example as a reaction to an incident) and establish a more hierarchical 

organization. The purpose of this simulation is twofold. Firstly, it provides insight in 

how the process of bureaucratization takes place. Secondly it can be used to create 
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 awareness among the ambulant caregivers and their managers, in the effects of 

their actions and the resulting consequences. This awareness could contribute to 

an evolution of more stable and better (equal-member) organizations, because 

people will understand that adding more rules will not solve their problems.  

 

B.2 Smart Cities / Housing Market  

Case presenter: Marianne Linde 

Participants: Marianne Linde, Rene Willems, Tijmen Muller, Nico de Reus, Frank 

Wilschut, Trond Husby 

 

B.2.1 Description 

In this session, there was a lot of discussion about how the housing market works 

and which problem could be solved using agent based modelling. We have 

discussed a lot about agents, but given the time we only discussed general aspects 

and not enough about interactions and the influence the agents can have on their 

environment in this specific case. Furthermore, there was doubt about if the 

influence of agents on their environment was not too complicated to be represented 

in a simple model.   

Investment-decisions are in our opinion rather complex and maybe therefore too 

complicated for ABM. It might be possible to represent those complicated decisions 

with simple rules. One example rule that was mentioned was “the interestingness to 

an investor of a lot is a function of the distance to the church tower.  

 

B.3 Self-Management in Health Care 

Case presenter: Laurence Alpay  

Participants: Laurence Alpay, Marian Schoone-Harmsen, Philip Kerbusch, Peter 

van Scheepstal, Karel van den Bosch, Selmar Smit 

 

B.3.1 Description 

The Dutch population is getting older and older and healthcare is therefore getting 

more expensive. Self-management could be an answer to this, as this might lower 

the health-care demand and therefore the costs. Three different research questions 

were addressed that could be used as a case for agent based modelling: 

o How can self-monitoring help balancing healthcare demand and supply? 

o On which type of patients is self-monitoring most effective? 

o How can self-monitoring be used most efficient (less time)? 

 

After some discussion, a fourth was added to the list: 

o How to get each of the stakeholders involved? 

 

B.3.2 Discussion 

It turned out to be difficult to get the question right, and the same holds for the 

applicability of agent based modelling. In general, the debate was wherever we 

want to investigate which stakeholders there are and how to get them involved, or if 

we want to investigate the effects of introducing self-monitoring. 

In order to answer the question about the applicability, we decided that self-

monitoring will only be successful if we understand the effects on each person 

individually, and their combined effect. This personal aspect is very hard to 

represent in other approaches such as system dynamics (which was our main 
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 debate) that tend to aggregate. Furthermore, since ABM is also very suited for 

monitoring workflow-management we can also investigate how the introduction of 

SM, and more specifically, the introduction of SM for specific types of patients, 

affects the workflow of each of the stakeholders (such as patients, but also doctors). 

And finally, we might even be able to study/predict which interventions are most 

successful in order to get SM accepted by all stakeholders. 

 

B.4 Dynamic routing advice  

Case presenter: Yusen Chen.  

Participants: Yusen Chen, Martijn van Noort, Jeroen Hogema , Alin Chitu, Emiel 

Ubink  

 

B.4.1 Description 

There are several ways to influence behaviour of drivers (roadside 

advice/information, traffic lights), but it is difficult to predict how people will react. 

This is required however for successful traffic management. When giving roadside 

advice, from a traffic management standpoint it would be nice to have control on the 

percentage of drivers that will follow routing advice. 

ABM traffic models exist that can in principle be used for this, but they currently lack 

models that can predict how people will react to roadside routing advice. There is 

also no knowledge available, at least not in a format suitable to formalize, to 

develop such a model. Therefore, this case focusses not on the definition of a 

suitable ABM solution, but rather on the difficulty of collecting data to develop this 

type of rather behaviour modelling.  

 

B.4.2 Discussion 

The discussion of the case first focussed on whether this problem really requires 

ABM and whether a meso-model, on the level of traffic flow, could be suitable as 

well. In the end two arguments for an ABM approach survived. The first argument is 

that this domain seems a natural candidate for ABM. It is much easier to think of 

traffic in terms of separate vehicles, than as a flow, especially when things as 

roadside routing advice are involved. Another argument is that the measures to 

manage traffic are focussed on influencing drivers, not the flow as a whole. 

Therefore, to predict the effect of certain measures, a model on micro level seems 

the best solution.  

After it was clear that ABM was the way to go, the discussion focussed on the 

data/knowledge question. What are the options to collect this type of data and how 

feasible is this. A number of problems were identified with respect to data collection. 

First, it is not clear which factors influence the drivers’ decisions. Many factors may 

be involved and as long as this is unclear, it is difficult to collect suitable data. 

Second, the drivers decisions are probably changing over time. Depending on his 

experiences he may change his strategy and change from an “advice-follower” into 

an “advice-ignorer”.  

Optional ways to collect data were discussed next. The first is to use all the data 

gathered each day by the various monitoring systems. Also in car GPS could be 

used for this. However, this data does not give insight in the reasons of decisions, it 

only shows the results of decisions. This data can therefore be used to collect data 

for existing road management measures, but as soon as a new type of 

advice/influencing mechanism is deployed, the model loses its validity. And an 

important reason to develop such a model is to try new ways of influencing. A 
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 possible solution to this is to use questionnaires, to ask people why they ignored or 

followed a certain device. This could be a workable solution, but a problem could be 

that people are not always aware of the reasons behind their decisions, or may not 

recall these reasons when asked later, while not driving.  

Another approach is the more classical subject study, for instance in driving 

simulators. Although this is potentially a good solution, a lot of data needs to be 

collected for model development, especially since many factors may be involved. 

Another difficulty is that it is not yet known which factors play a big part in the 

decision process.  

In the end a good solution to this difficult problem was not found during the 

workshop, but the discussion was useful to show that multiple perspectives and 

expertise’s are required to tackle this type of ABM modelling. A description of a 

possible ABM solution was given, together with some of the factors involved, 

knowledge requirements and research questions.  

 

B.5 Energy system modelling 

Case presenter: Christian Bos 

Participants: Christian Bos, Eric Luiijf, Daniël Worm, Johan van der Vorm, Josco 

Kester, Ernst Meijer, David Langley 

 

B.5.1 Description 

Modelling the transition to a distributed energy production system is a subject which 

is relevant to a wide range of research groups within TNO; hence the disparate 

backgrounds of the participants. All three of the prototypical roles (customer, 

modeller, domain expert) related to building and interpreting ABMs were 

represented. 

The research question for which an ABM could provide answers was the main topic 

of discussion. It began as:  

“How can you model parties’ decisions to change or expand their role in the 

distributed energy system?” 

Whereby the possible roles were described as consumption, local/regional storage, 

local/regional production, regional trading, transporting. After much discussion, this 

question evolved into:  

“How do you make the energy system more sustainable whilst maintaining 

instantaneous balance between demand and supply. It has to be affordable, 

sustainable and secure (short- and long-term)?” 

It was interesting to note the difference between the domain experts, who were 

keen to include as much detail and real-life complexity in the model as possible, 

and the modellers, who wanted to keep the model parsimonious. For example, the 

model is intended to combine three different and interconnected energy systems: 

electricity, gas and heat networks. The modellers would rather begin with a single 

network. The domain experts wanted to include national and international macro-

level effects, whilst the modellers wanted to focus on a single local part of the 

network. As the discussion progressed, and the ‘real’ research question crystallized 

as understanding how to balance supply and demand when roles are dynamic, is 

occurred to me that a full network model would be unnecessary in order to be able 

to provide answers. A simple, local model can provide insights into this balancing 

question. For example, by modelling how price fluctuations can influence consumer 

behaviour. In fact, the biggest unknown quantity in much of the discussion 

appeared to be the human factor: how will consumers behave in certain 
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 circumstances, how can they be influenced, when is a herding effect likely to 

emerge, etc.? 

The discussion continued to other, equally relevant questions. Such as:  

“Should the gas network not supply households but instead be replaced by a 3kW 

electricity connection?” and “If the consumer market is to go all-electric, in which 

time horizon should this be phased in?” 

All-in-all, the impression remains that the need for answers in relation to this case is 

huge but that the modelling insights to date are rather limited. 

 

B.6 Overcoming coordination neglect in crisis response 

Case presenter: Willem Treurniet 

Participants: Willem Treurniet, Nanne le Grand, Sander van Oort, Bob van der 

Vecht 

 

B.6.1 Description 

The problem concerns the observation that in crisis response organizations there is 

a lack of coordination. The crisis response organization is formed with a focus on 

task decomposition and for each task responsible parties are assigned. 

Consequently during execution and evaluation of the crisis management process 

the focus is on the task performance in isolation and not (or limited) on coordination 

between tasks. 

A crisis management organization is a networked organization consisting of several 

parties. Typical properties: there are conflicting interests of the participants and 

there is no single leader. 

 

B.6.2 Discussion 

Our first discussion was about the purpose of tools/models/simulation that we would 

like to develop for this case: 

 Training: interactive agent based simulation to make crisis managers aware of 

the importance of coordination. 

 Decision support: 

o Real time during crisis management (show what possible consequences of 

actions are, show dependence of other parties). 

o In advance (create awareness of possible consequences of actions. 

Comparable to ‘training’ purpose). 

 Analysis: get understanding of mechanisms that cause a crisis, or play a role 

during a crisis. 

We have discussed several types of crises: physical incidents (fire, plane crash, 

infrastructure breakdown), socially oriented (molest, riots) and other (cybercrime). 

Willem has constructed a table that shows for each type of crises how it relates to 

societal aspects. These societal aspects are vital infrastructures that are used for 

the daily life but also sociological aspects such as public safety. By mapping a crisis 

to the societal aspects, one gets an idea of the societal impact of a crisis. 

This shows that the impact of a crisis is twofold:  

 Kinetic: direct impact on infrastructures and on daily life. 

 Non-kinetic: perception of crisis, societal unrest. 
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 Framing 

A recurring difficulty in crisis management is the framing of a crisis: which parties 

should be involved, which information should be shared and announced. In the end 

the population is biggest stakeholder of a crisis. The way a crisis is dealt with 

determines how it is perceived and vice versa. So, there is a interdependency 

between the crisis organization and the population. The population should be taken 

as part of the crisis context.  

There are examples of serious incidents that are dealt with in a proper way and 

therefore have minimal societal impact, and there are examples where a small 

incident leads to large societal unrest.  

Essential factor is leadership, both within the crisis organization as externally 

towards the population. 

An ABM of the population 

Both kinetic and non-kinetic aspects play an important role. Kinetic crisis 

management concerns interdependencies between infrastructures. Non-kinetic 

crisis management concerns the perception of the crisis (and crisis management) 

by the population. Finally, interdependencies between crisis management 

organizations are relevant. All three aspects are important. For the rest of the 

discussion we focus on the non-kinetic crisis management.  

 

We conclude that the population is always an important stakeholder in a crisis. The 

impact of an incident can be measured by the societal impact. We are looking at the 

broad impact of a crisis on population and society. Goal: understanding (higher 

order) effects within population as a result of actions and communications in relation 

to crises. 

 

Agent-based Model 

We believe that it is not possible to build a predictive model that predicts the 

societal effects of a crisis. However, by building descriptive models of crises that 

have occurred in the past, we get understanding of the mechanisms that lead to the 

impact of the crises on society. 

We will model the population as agents with behaviour rules: 

 The behaviour rules should be connected to infrastructures in the environment. 

Via this connection we model the impact of an incident (e.g., infrastructure 

breakdown) on daily life of the population (the kinetic part of the crisis).  

 The behaviour rules should reflect a perception of the crisis by expressing a 

‘perception of safety and security’. This perception should be based on the 

kinetic effects as well as on the confidence in crisis management activities 

(caused by communication/information activities). 

Construction of a descriptive model of an existing crisis will be an interplay between 

stakeholders of the crisis who know the story line (crisis events, crisis management 

actions taken, perception of crisis) and behavioural experts who know the behaviour 

rules why people have reacted as they did. The use of the model is three fold: 

 The construction of the model leads to insights in the mechanisms that 

explain the crisis story line.  

 Knowledge about these mechanisms might lead to ‘early warning triggers’ for 

the future.  

 A simulation of the crisis scenario can be played with crisis managers to 

learn/discuss alternative crisis response actions. 
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 B.6.3 Conclusion 

We have discussed a possible use of ABM in the context of “Sense making and 

Awareness building for crisis management teams”. The result is an ABM that 

models the societal impact of a crisis by taking the population as focus of the 

model. Societal impact is the result of both kinetic and non-kinetic aspects of the 

crisis. With the proposed model we have slightly drifted away from the original 

problem “Overcoming Coordination Neglect in Crisis Response”. Nevertheless it 

leads to interesting insights and opportunities.  

 

The idea of modelling also the non-kinetic effect of a crisis (perception by the 

population) is an interesting perspective, because it can explain the effect of minor 

incidents leading to major societal impact. When focusing on the kinetic aspects 

you will miss this. 

Misuse of the model (predictive use) and difficulties in creating behaviour rules for 

the agents (lack of empirical data, limited proven validity) are seen as 

weaknesses/threats. 
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 C Results of workshops 

In this appendix, the (partially) filled-out forms that were used during the workshop 

are listed.  

 

C.1 Results workshop 1 

C.1.1 Manning of navy vessels 

 

 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Simuleren bemensingsmodellen 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Vroeger bemanningsconcept problemen identificeren 
Eenvoudiger (met minder mensen) het bemanningsconcept toetsen 
 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

We kunnen al bepaalde zaken doorrekenen. Welke taken zijn er? Hoe zijn deze taken verdeeld over de 
mensen. 
 
Manning vs lifecycle costs bepalen. Kostenplaatje moet vanuit simulatie naar voren komen. 
 
Draaiknoppen zijn: niveau automatisering, niveau van opleiden, mate van mechanisering 

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

 Kennis over taken, benodigde kennis over die taken, operaties, etc. 
 
Kosten van automatisering (intelligent agents), kosten van persoon agent 

 

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

Intelligent agents (die niveau van automatisering aangeven), mensen die taken uitvoeren. Alle mensen op 
het schip worden gemodelleerd. (dus ook de afwasser). Niveau van taakbeschrijving wisselt 

 

SINGLE AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Groepen met benodigde competenties. 

AGENT ACTIVITIES AND HOW 
THEY LINK WITH PROBLEM 

Activiteiten, output daarvan,  

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Voeren taken uit, hebben kennis nodig voor die taken. Readiness state.  

INPUT PARAMETERS 
 Readiness state 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
Crew fatigue,  

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
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 C.1.2 Manning of navy vessels: specialists vs. generalists 

 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Operationeel ontwerp 
Bemanningsreductie 

PROBLEM 
DESCRIPTION 

Gegeven de terugloop in personeel (in aantal en kennis) willen we 
inzichtelijk krijgen wat de benodigde technische kennisniveau zou moeten 
zijn om traditionele warfare taken op de future combatant succesvol te 
kunnen uitvoeren. 

 
HOW DOES ABM 

HELP? 

Het inzichtelijk krijgen van de vereiste kennis en bijbehorende 
opleidingsbehoefte en mogelijkheden van cooperatieve systemen / 
automatiseringsgraad om taken met een bepaald niveau van effectiviteit te 
kunnen uitvoeren 

 
WHAT DOMAIN 

EXPERTISE DO 
YOU NEED? 

- Inzicht in  bestaande kennisniveaus in actoren 
- Inzicht in de kerntaken van actoren 
- Effectiviteitsindicatoren 
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C.1.3 Identifying suspicious behaviours 

 

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS 
AND GROUPS 

CONSTITUTE THE 
SYSTEM 

- Leden van de technische dienst met verschillende niveaus en  
- WOP 
- ( Systemen ) 

 

SINGLE AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Monteur 

AGENT ACTIVITIES 
AND HOW THEY 

LINK WITH 
PROBLEM 

Uitvoeren van opgedragen taken 

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Niveau 
Skills 
Rol 

INPUT 
PARAMETERS 

Locatie op het schip  
Huidige situatie 
 

OUTPUT 
PARAMETERS 

Taakuitvoering 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS 

Tijd benodigd voor het uitvoeren van taken 
Effectiviteit van elk niveau 

 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Verdacht gedrag herkennen, cameratoezicht, veiligheid,  

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Ingewikkeld om te bepalen wat verdacht is, wat niet. Zeer context afhankelijk. Gebrek aan goede data. Hoe 
mensen opleiden / hoe slimme camera’s ontwikkelen 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

 data genererend/trainingsomgeving bieden  
 analytisch: door modelleren inzicht in “wat is normaal”, “wat is abnormaal”, theorieontwikkeling 
 modellen laten meelopen: elke passagier koppelen aan agent die taakmodel probeert te 

matchen. Lukt dat niet, dan mogelijk verdacht. 
 Simpele agents die op eenvoudige “features” letten, gecombineerd kunnen de agents verdacht 

gedrag herkennen 
 Menselijk bias uit beoordeling halen 

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

 Kennis van domein: wat is normaal gedrag binnen dat domein. Wat voor taken/doelgerichte gedragingen 
zijn er.  
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C.2 Results Workshop 2 

C.2.1 Workplace innovation in health care 

 

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

Museum: bezoekers, suppoosten, vandalen (koude & warme psychopaat), “hanger”, objecten: camera’s  

 

SINGLE AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Vandaal 

AGENT ACTIVITIES AND HOW 
THEY LINK WITH PROBLEM 

Kijkt niet naar kunst, maar kijkt naar suppoosten, loopt door museum, specifiek navigatiegedrag 
(loopsnelheid, pauzes, richting) 

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

 

INPUT PARAMETERS 
  

OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 

 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  ABM Sociale innovatie (Robert, Klaas) 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION What are the effects of organizational structure on organizational performance? Applied to the case of 
home care. 2 extremes: maximum specialization (much instructions “from above”), minimal specification 
(few organizational rules, much self organization). 
 
Why is the self organization principle not a stable equilibrium even if works (i.e. it automatically 
transforms to a rather hierarchical organization)? 
 
Performance is costs (financial), quality of labor. 
 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

Biases towards maximum specification could be: hunger for power, and budgeting.  
 

- ABM could help to convince why minimal specification works better (we know that from 
research) 

- ABM could help to understand better why self organization principle becomes a rigid 
organization in the end.  Hypotheses: key-players, incidents give rise to more rules, 
expecations (e.g. incentive of making promotional steps), the way organizations are 
financed ensures that activities are made explicit. 

 

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

 How the different organizational forms are modeled.  
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MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

Organization: Buurtzorg 
 
In max specialization : Ambulant nurses, boss, scheduler, HR support, superboss. 
In min specification: Ambulant nurses, coach, superboss.    
 
In min spec: they choose a task from the intranet. 

 

         AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Ambulant nurse Superboss boss Coach 

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

They are capable to create 
rules, roles, power 
hierarchies. (trigger could 
be when an incident 
occurs) 
 
Activities of core business  
 
Modeling incentives, 
motivation (power, new 
things, ) 
 

Capable of creating rules.  Capable of creating 
rules, roles 
 
How they are funded 
and the result on their 
incentives 
 
 

Capable of solving 
problems 
Advocates the model 
of equality 

 
INPUT / WORLD STATE 

DESCRIPTORS 

Current organizational 
structure/ruleset 
 
Cases  
 
Incident yes/no 

   

OUTPUT / ACTIONS 

Activities 
Rule sets. 

    

 

SWOT Analysis 

 
 

 

Strengths 
 

- ABM understandable to a broad audience 
 
 
 

Weaknesses 
 

- Outcomes are not truely surprising 
  
 
 
 
 

 Opportunities 
 

- Convince and advice clients on how to organize 
their processes.  

 
 
 

Threats 
 

- Nonsense in = nonsense out 
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C.2.2 Smart Cities /Housing Market  

 

 

GENERAL  

 

THEME Effects of housing market investments on future efficiency of housing use. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION We need a model that can show the result of urban planning decisions on the housing usage in the future 
(4 – 20 years) for a regional situation. The decisions that the should be accommodated by the model are 
for instance (1) transitioning existing buildings (eg offices) to housing or vice versa, (2) new areas for 
houses in the region, (3) … 
 
The ideal model would both model the demand side of the market as well as the supply side. However as 
a first approach this seems too complicated. Therefore we assume that the demand side for the future 
(coming 20 years) is known based on eg. demographics data and that based on the decisions the supply 
side can be calculated. Given this supply model outcome, a comparison can be made between the demand 
and supply and thus decisions can be altered when required. 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

At the moment there are no models that take into account the behavior of users of housing and decision 
makers. By explicitly modeling the interactions the idea is that this will give more realistic predictions, 
under certain assumptions. It is assumed that all the stakeholders take autonomous decisions but also 
decision based on interactions 

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

Expertise of real estate investing, expertise of the future demand for housing in the given region. 
 
 

 

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

GROUPS: 
- Municipality/local authority; user of the model 
- Project developers(opportunistic short term) 
- Project developers(long term planners) 
- Housing companies 
- Owners of commercial buildings 
- Financial institutions 
- Occupiers / non-owners 
- Owners/Occupiers 
- Tenants 
AGENTS: 
- Municipality/local authority; user of the model 
- Project developers(opportunistic short term) 
- Project developers(long term planners) 
- Housing companies 
- Owners of commercial buildings 
- Financial institutions 
 
(note: (1) how to handle owner/occupiers (idea: model it as a group of stakeholders influencing decision 
processes by objections), (2) tenants and occupiers/non-owners are relevant groups but their behavior is 
included in the demand side assumptions, (3) the user of the model is placed outside the model and not 
modeled as an agent) 
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AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Housing companies - Project developers (two types, 
opportunistic and long term 
planners) 

- Owners of commercial buildings 
- Financial institutions 
 

Owner/occupiers 

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Housing companies are 
interested in: 
- improving houses 
- transitioning non-houses to 

houses 
- improving the area  

Project developers, owners of 
commercial buildings and financial 
institutions’ incentive is profit. 
 
Consortia can be formed when more 
investors are interested. 
There are many rules, eg you can 
borrow money when more than 30% is 
sold. 
 

Owners can also invest together, 
like the companies do. 

 
INPUT / WORLD 

STATE 
DESCRIPTORS 

- Land use maps and strategic 
maps 
(bestemmingsplannen) 

- Financial situation 

- Land use maps and strategic 
maps (bestemmingsplannen) 

- Financial situation 

- Financial situation 

OUTPUT / 
ACTIONS 

Investment decision  (partly) in 
competition with other agents: 
- improvement in the area 

(non-houses) 
- improvement in houses 
- build new houses 
- transition of non-houses to 

houses 
- do nothing 

Investment decision (partly) in 
competition with other agents: 
- improvement in the area (non-

houses) 
- improvement in houses 
- remove houses 
- build new houses 
- transition of non-houses to 

houses 
- transition of houses to non-

Investment decision  (partly) in 
competition with other agents: 
- improvement in houses 
- build new houses 
- do nothing 
 

SWOT  

 
 

 

Strengths 
 
- There are many actors that without ABM modeling are 

very difficult to model 
 
 
 
 
 

Weaknesses 
 
- the interactions are very difficult, we lack the domain 

specific knowledge 
- the assumed input (demand side) is actually dependent 

on the other interactions 
 
 
 
 
 

 Opportunities 
 
- We are the first with this ABM modeling 
- There is serious interest in these type of modeling 
- There will be public money available to strengthen this 

type of modelling 
 
 
 

Threats 
 
- there are commercial other parties that offer models on 

real estate 
- The trust in these models has to be built, (example: 

Blauwe stad) 
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 C.2.3 Self-Management in Health Care  

 

 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Self-monitoring of chronically ill patients 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Recent vision on care is that self-monitoring lead to more effective and efficient health care. However, it is 
unknown which factors influence effectiveness and efficiency and if Self-Monitoring helps at all. 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

ABM can be used to evaluate the effects of interventions, interactions, and possible implementations of 
Self-Monitoring. ABM is to be used because of the diversity and complexity of the problem such as: 
different types of persons, social system, etc.  And because it can give insight into the procedural changes 
of the process of health care when introducing Self-Monitoring. 

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

- Knowledge about possible forms of Self-Monitoring and protocols 
- Knowledge about the behavior of patients and their response to stimuli 
- Knowledge about the effect of personality on their behavior 
-  

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

Patients, proxy, healthcare provisional (1st line, 2nd line), (insurance companies, ICT provider) 

SYSTEM OBSERVABLES Costs of the system, effectiveness of alternatives, happiness of patient and provisional 

 

         AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Patients (many) Healthcare Provisional 

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

- Personality (Lazy, Autonomous) 
- Competences 
- Illness 
- (Social)Network 

- Clients 
- Work processes 

 
INPUT / WORLD STATE 

DESCRIPTORS 

- Output of SM tool - Requests from clients 
- Input from ICT system 

OUTPUT / ACTIONS 

- Request for healthcare 
- Action of SM 

- Provide healthcare 
- Response on requests 
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C.2.4 Dynamic routing advice 

 

SWOT  

 
 

 

Strengths 
 
Solution can be applied to different diseases 
Shows consequences of interventions for different 
stakeholders 
 
 
 
 

Weaknesses 
 
Lack of validated information/data 
 
 
 
 
 

 Opportunities 
 
Can be used for prevention too (lifestyle mgmt) 
 
 
 

Threats 
 
Relevant actors refuse to cooperate 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Controlling traffic by routing advice and traffic light management 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Several ways to influence behavior of drivers, but it is difficult to predict how people will react. Once you 
know how drivers react, you can predict traffic flow, given a set of measures (advice & traffic lights). 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

If we have agent models of drivers, then we have powerful tool to predict traffic management effects. 
Problem is very dynamic, decisions depend on traffic situation itself. You want to know how individual 
drivers can be influenced  advice measures are on level of drivers / on micro level.   

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

Traffic control expert  
Psychologist/human behavior/measuring of behavior  experiments in driver simulation. Human 
decision process.  Not yet known which  factors are involved. Idea: use questionaires? Idea is to 
combine of natural driving and questionaires. 
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MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

Controller for intersection / advice signs / drivers 

 

         AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Driver 

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

Attitude (inclined to follow advice, assertive, conservative). Knowledge of local road network (if 
not, then people will follow advice, otherwise less). Driver state: tiredness (drive on auto-pilot vs 
alert/proactive). Driver is selfish. Trust in system/advice. Experience with previous decisions. 
People change from “followers” to “ignorers”. Knowledge status of traffic situation: 
radio/tomtom/app.  

 
INPUT / WORLD STATE 

DESCRIPTORS 

Football matches / concerts etc. Weather conditions (only extreme conditions). Traffic state. Road 
network. Traffic lights/signs etc. 

OUTPUT / ACTIONS 

 Follow advice or ignore advice. 

 

SWOT  

 
 

 

Strengths 
- Natural case of ABM 
- There are interested clients 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Weaknesses 
- Lack of real understanding of human decision 

making process 
- Humans are hard to measure  

 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 Opportunities 
- Linking human behavior with traffic modeling 

o Connect the individual behavior of the 
driver to system-level control measures 
of the traffic operator 

- Have a predictive model rather than a non-
predictive black box model 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Threats 
- Lack of validity 
- Too much complexity 
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 C.2.5 Energy system modelling  

 
 

 

 
 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Energy system modeling: Studying the effects of interventions in the decentralized energy market in 
which actors can act as consumers, producers and storage providers 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Main question: how do you make the energy system more sustainable whilst maintaining instantaneous 
balance between demand and supply. It has to be affordable, sustainable and secure (short- and long-
term). 
The roles in the model are consumption, local/regional storage, local/regional production, regional 
trading, transporting. Regulating will be exogenous to the model 

 Which choices in different roles can actors make? 

 What is the effect of rational choices vs. herding (at consumer level and at organizational level)? 

 Disruptions and interruptions: if the middle- or high-voltage networks fail, can a local-level self-
sufficient ‘island’-forming provide a new form of resilience? 

 The High-voltage network and the very high consumers (e.g. data centres) are outside the scope of 
this model. Changes at this level do have an impact on this model: they need to be included in the 
scenarios for the local/regional model. Feedback from this model and the macro-level will be a 
next step. 

 Energy efficiency: what is the effect of increasing efficiency (e.g. is the gas network still necessary 
when houses are hyper-insulated?) 

 Does it make sense for households to become 100% electric (i.e. no gas)? 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

 What is the influence of a mass of individual choices for the system level? This could also be done 
without ABM. 

 Social influences in the models could be modeled by ABM. How important is social influence in the 
transition dynamics? How does social influence create prosumer hotspots which cause local 
network problems?  

 What is the difference between actual distributed vs virtual distributed prosumption, and the 
social influence between these two? 

 What is the influence of new “unthinkable” role combinations. E.g. consumers who become 
traders or transporters? 

 An agent can represent the macro-level? 

 Is it possible to simulate resilient islands of production & supply? Under which conditions should 

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

1. Household 
2. Organisations (Commercial companies, monopolist (TSO), offices)  
3. Cooperatives 

 
 

AGENT SPECIFICATION 

Question: will households become all-electric? 

NAME Household Cooperation  

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

Roles: consumer, producer, trader, 
transport… 
Demand / usage 
Social influenceableness 
Social network 
Social influence on others 
Motivation: eco-, budget, comfort, 
… 

Common pool of demand and 
supply: how many households 
Balance management as role? If so, 
automated decision algorithms. 
Organizational goal: eco, profit, … 
How correlated in time are the 
members. 
Which roles? E.g. How much 
storage? Which investments (long 
and short term)? 
 

 

 
INPUT / WORLD STATE 

DESCRIPTORS 

Price 
Return on investment 
Payout time 
Perceived risk 
Availability 
Perception from social network: 
experiences,  
Perception of mega-trends  

What is the critical mass necessary 
in order to have power in the 
market (e.g. buyer power)  
Return on investment 
Regulation e.g. time to organize 
permits 
 

 

OUTPUT / ACTIONS 

Begin a new role. 
Combining roles. 
Dispose of a role. 
Sub-decisions per role: e.g. which 
type of production, … 
Switch provider 
Increase energy efficiency. 

Change of role 
Invest 
Acquire new participants / 
households, e.g. through marketing 
campaigns 
Attitude (e.g. about regulations) 
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C.2.6 Overcoming coordination neglect in crisis response 

 

SWOT  

 
 

 
 
 

Strengths 
 
 
Complex sub-systems are integrated and their 
interdependencies are made explicit 
 
 
 

Weaknesses 
 
 
Highly complex system: the agents are difficult to validly 
model. 
Lack of coupling of this low-level model to the macro-level 
exogenous factors, such as regulation. 
Exogenous factors could be much larger than the 
endogenous effects, e.g. dump-prices. 
 
 
 

 Opportunities 
 
Challenge current thinking: stimulate rethinking. 
Attract new parties into the system, e.g. cooperatives. 
Platform for discussion between different stakeholders. 
To clearly see the effect of the social decisions on the 
technical level. 
Policy decisions can be based on this model: e.g. what if NL 
stimulates electric cars 
 
 
 

Threats 
 
If some parties’ businesses are threatened, then they may 
be against the model. 
It may help to block innovation: as it could scare off parties 
because the model shows that distributed production will 
cause network disruption. 
 

GENERAL  

 

THEME  Overcoming Coordination Neglect in Crisis Response 
- Sense making and Awareness building for crisis management teams 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION We are looking at the broad impact of a crisis on population and society. Goal: understanding (higher 
order) effects within population as a result of actions and communications in relation to crises. 

 
HOW DOES ABM HELP? 

We build a model of population. The model demonstrates the cascading effect of crisis triggers based on 
certain behavioral rules. Includes how behavior related to infrastructural facilities. 
 
Societal impact of safety and security incidents in times of crises. 
 
Define different types of crises, different classes of individuals, different triggers. 

 
WHAT DOMAIN EXPERTISE 

DO YOU NEED? 

Anthropologists, sociologists, historian, etc. 
Analyses of specific crises (serving as model, used to find the behavioral mechanisms). 
Data analysts 
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MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

WHICH AGENTS AND 
GROUPS CONSTITUTE THE 

SYSTEM 

Population 

 

         AGENT SPECIFICATION 

NAME Person   

AGENT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

Individual context (age, culture, etc) 
Reflecting heterogeneous population 
Interactive 
 

  

 
INPUT / WORLD STATE 

DESCRIPTORS 

Crisis events 
Crisis response actions 
Comms (from each other and from crisis 
managers, media) 
Individual/societal context (opinions, 
infrastructures, etc) 

  

OUTPUT / ACTIONS 

At individual level: 
- Safety and Security perception 
- Comms 

 
At population level: 

- Societal impact aspects 

   

 

SWOT  

 
 

 

Strengths 
 
Supports crisis response in a unique and relevant way  
 
The development itself helps to understand the 
mechanisms 
 
 
 
 

Weaknesses 
 
No (limited) predictive capability of model 
  
Limited empirical data available for calibrating individual 
behavior model  
 
 
 

 Opportunities 
 
Useful for evaluation of crises 
 
New insights on relevant data and triggers for future (early  
warning triggers) 
 
Training and sense making for crisis management teams 
 

Threats 
 
(Assumed) validity of individual behavior model and  
Predictive application of the model 
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